
 

DR. SIF GOODALE 
(SIF rhymes with “leaf”) 
 
 

Where were you born? 
Copenhagen, Denmark 
 

Where did you grow up? 

Bornholm, a small island in the Baltic Sea  (Editor’s Note: Learn more by pasting 

this into your browser: https://www.visitdenmark.com/denmark/destinations/bornholm  
 

What is your educational background? 
I completed all my postsecondary education in the United States. I earned my 
Bachelor of Arts, Master of Arts, and Ph.D. in history from UC Irvine. 

 

Do you teach elsewhere? 
I currently teach at Orange Coast College and Saddleback College (credit classes). 
 

When did you discover your passion for instruction and how did that occur? 
When I was a graduate student, I worked as a teaching assistant. I was responsible for holding discussion sections 
and helping students better understand lecture material and readings. As a teaching assistant, I discovered how 
much I enjoyed pedagogical work, engaging with students through meaningful conversations about history. I 
enjoyed teaching as a graduate student, and I still enjoy the process at Community College. I find it rich and 
meaningful to connect with students over intellectual pursuits. 
 

What is your favorite aspect of your chosen career? 
There are so many aspects of my career that I enjoy, but I will take the opportunity here to say that I feel proud 
every day to be part of the California community college system. In California, we have a system of higher 
education, in which any person can walk onto campus off the street and sign up for classes in any field they want. 
They can sign up for personal enrichment or for career purposes. It is truly astounding and something I never take 
for granted, especially as a historian. In the past, knowledge and formal education has been much more difficult to 
access, but today in California, intellectual pursuits have been democratized. Education in California is for the 
people. It is for anyone who wishes to learn. California’s higher education model is truly amazing and I am proud to 
be part of this system. 
 

What is the one quality you feel best describes you?  Complex 
 

What other interests, hobbies and pastimes are you passionate about? 
I enjoy many activities besides work. My husband and I travel as often as our schedules allow, often in Europe. 
Most recently we toured Ireland. We loved the Wild Atlantic Way. When COVID-19 dies down, we look forward to 
resuming our travels. I also enjoy cooking, which I do almost every day to wind down after a long day of work. 
 

What do you think you’ll enjoy most about teaching for the Emeritus Institute? 
I’ve heard from other instructors that students in the Emeritus Institute are exceptionally invested in learning. What I 
most look forward to is a classroom environment of intellectually curious and engaged students. I expect my time in 
the Emeritus program will be an enriching experience and I am excited to welcome Emeritus students into my 
virtual classroom in spring of 2021! 
 

What message would you like to send to your future Emeritus Students? 
I like to make history relevant to the present. History isn’t about names, dates, and great leaders. History can help 
us process and make meaning of our own experiences. 
 

What has helped you cope with the pandemic challenges to everyday life? 
Excitement and joy in little things: Cooking a delicious meal, reading a book, watching a good TV series. 
 

Tell us a “FUN FACT” about you. 
I'm trying to master the difficult art of baking really good French pastries called cannelés using the traditional 
beeswax method to coat the little copper cake molds. It's difficult, and temperature control is key. If the mold is too 
warm when it is coated with beeswax, the coating will be too thin. If the mold is too cool, the beeswax coating will 
be too thick and the pastry won't be nice to eat. The temperature of the copper mold must be just right. I keep 
practicing in hopes that I might one day perfect the technique. 

EDITOR’S NOTE 
SIF \ pronounced “seef” 

(rhymes with “leaf”) 
Norse mythology: Wife of Thor; 

A golden-haired goddess. 
and guardian of the home. 
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